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High-tech Mileage Maker Promises Fifteen to Thirty Percent Fuel Economy
Improvement For All Gas and Diesel Vehicles

Strategx Marketing LLC unveils revolutionary fuel economy breakthrough. The MPG Booster
Disc utilizes sophisticated, Quantum Physics, to improve fuel atomization and reduce harmful
emissions by augmenting the molecular composition of fossil fuels in all combustion engines.

Montana (PRWEB) January 3, 2005 -- Small but mighty, the patented quarter sized disc adheres to the outside
of your fuel tank where it emits a Â�Wave frequencyÂ� into your gas or diesel fuel. The frequency breaks up
fuel molecules inside the tank making them smaller to create superior fuel combustion. This Â�Wave
Frequency ProcessÂ� or (WFP) as it is known equates to substantial reductions in exhaust emissions and
notable mileage improvements for passenger and recreational vehicles as well as, fuel consumption
improvements for all types of agricultural and heavy equipment.

Â�Much the same way a microwave sends invisible waves into food to change its molecular composition from
frozen to piping hot, the MPG Disc, sends a wave frequency into your gas or diesel tank where it increases the
number of fuel molecules for improved combustionÂ� explains Allan Shepard Owner of Stratēgx Marketing,
national distribution company for the MPG Booster Disc.

When asked to simplify what it means for the average consumer like me, Shepard enthusiastically answered,
Â�It gives everyone a tool to fight back out of control fuel prices.Â� He went on to say, Â�The Disc will
convert even the biggest gas guzzling SUV into a mileage conscious daily driver with increases of up to five
additional miles per gallon. It even works on farming and heavy equipment.Â�

According to marketing officials, because the MPG Booster Disc will in NO WAYvoid any vehicle warranty, is
affordably priced, adheres in place in under two minutes, and works with any combustion engine, they expect it
to have massive market appeal. Pre-launch sales of the Disc have been extraordinary and as the CompanyÂ�s
national advertising launch date nears, (15, January 2005) they anticipate very high demand and pledge their
readiness.
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Contact Information
Chalone Shepard
STRATEGXMARKETING LLC
866.400.3737

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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